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coders for lossy channels
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Abstract
We propose a new algorithm for the real-time control of an interframe video coder operating with a lossy channel
such as wireless channels or the Internet. Based on a priori stochastic models of both the source and channel, the
proposed formulation leads to an optimal control problem that can be solved off-line. The outcome of this optimization
is an off-line control policy that is optimal in the sense of minimizing the average expected coding distortion. The
on-line complexity of our approach is only that required to identify the state of the system (source and channel). The
state of the channel is obtained based on the error-control mechanism, and the source state is computed as rate-based
complexity measurements on each incoming frame. Unlike other optimization-based rate control techniques, which
require a search for the optimal operating point, here the operating points for each allowable state of the system have
been precalculated.
We consider variable-rate packet-based transmission with Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) error control. While
a standard model has been adopted to characterize the channel behavior, a new model based on the concept of coding
complexity has been devised in order to characterize the video source taking into account the frame dependency that
arises as a consequence of the use of interframe coding.
Simulation results based on this new approach are provided and compared to other proposed rate-control strategies.
They show how our model-based optimal policies outperform the other considered approaches keeping a negligible
on-line computational cost. This result is very promising as an alternative to traditional costly solutions based on
Deterministic Dynamic Programming.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the problem of controlling video transmission over a lossy channel in real-time. The
control of a video coder in order to optimize its performance over a given communication channel is a standard
problem that has received considerable attention. It is well known that standard coders produce a variable numbers
of bits per video unit and so there is a need for a rate control mechanism to adapt its output rate to the transmission
rate of the communication channel. Moreover, the importance of rate control and its difficulty have recently increased
due the use of lossy and variable rate channels as those of Internet or mobile communications. The transmission of
information through such channels imposes the need to deal with a randomly time-varying bitrate. This characteristic
has important consequences in the problem formulation since the stochastic behavior of the channel endows the
whole system with an essentially stochastic nature.
For the rate control problem under consideration, a natural approach is to consider the use of specific tools for
the control of stochastic systems. Let us assume first that the output of the source coder (which is variable due to
changes in both input video and coding parameters) and the channel can be well modeled using stochastic finite
state machines. If this is the case, then it is possible to optimize the coding control to meet pre-specified objectives
based on stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) techniques [2]. This approach results an alternative to classical
deterministic dynamic programming (DDP) with two main advantages: (i) SDP allows to take into account the
stochastic nature of the system in the optimization process, and (ii) SDP solutions are computed off-line, thus the
on-line computational burden of the control operation is drastically reduced. This is important given the non-linear
computational complexity of deterministic optimization algorithms, especially in the case of interframe coding.
The traditional approach in the design of rate control strategies consists in the formulation of an optimization
problem. The target function is an objective measure of the quality of the compressed video sequence, which usually
depends on the output bitrate of the encoder according to its rate-distortion (R-D) function. The problem then consists
in selecting for each video unit (frame or part of the frame) the coding parameters (usually quantizer) which will
result in the adequate number of bits, in the sense of minimizing the coding distortion under the restrictions imposed
by the channel (prevention of buffer overflow). Solutions to these optimization problems provide in general good
quality results although they require a considerable computational cost which may be a limitation for real-time
scenarios.
These approaches were first used for constant bit-rate (CBR) channels, where the encoder must ensure that
its buffer never overflows (buffer constraint). Examples include [14] and [11], which formulate the problem of
minimizing, under the buffer constraint, the distortion of a set of frames or macroblocks (those that are available
at the moment of making a decision). The solution for that problem is then found using optimization techniques,
such as Lagrangian optimization or the Viterbi algorithm. The main drawback of these approaches is their large
computational cost since the encoder has to compute the R-D characteristics of the data and then search for the best
quantizer assignment. Improvements to speed up these algorithms have been proposed by [11] or [16] (for lowdelay scenarios). These works propose the use of R-D models so as to reduce the computational burden required.
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Nevertheless, even if suitable models are available to reduce the complexity of computing R-D characteristics, some
of these approaches still require a costly search to find the best operating point.
These above mentioned techniques were extended to address variable bit-rate channels such as ATM, and more
recently Internet and mobile channels. Examples of these extensions can be found in [6][9] for ATM networks where
the authors propose a similar optimization problem to that of [14]. The objective is to minimize the distortion of the
decoded sequence taking into account the characteristics of ATM together with a deterministic knowledge of the
source. In the case of wireless channels, [1] extends the formulas that rule the control strategy of [16] in order to
consider the variable capacity of the channel. Similarly, [8] extends the work in [14] and [11], by incorporating in
the problem formulation a stochastic model of the channel. The final solution is then found using both the channel
model and the deterministic knowledge of the source data. Regarding Internet, [7] [13] formulate the R-D problem
on streaming media. The objective of these approaches is to find an optimal control policy that determines which
packets should be transmitted at every transmission opportunity. These control policies are computed on-line taking
into account elements such as R-D characteristics, channel behavior and packet interdependencies. In [13] each
decision is computed based on minimizing the expected distortion of the packets available at the sender buffer. The
optimization problem is solved using an exhaustive search for the best policy, although a suboptimal greedy-search
algorithm is proposed to speed-up the policy computation. On the other hand, [7] computes optimal policies for a
group of data units so as to minimize the expected distortion subject to rate constraints resulting in an expected
Lagrangian formulation.
This paper presents the SDP approach for the case of interframe coding and a lossy channel. SDP has been shown
to be an alternative to deterministic optimization techniques, such as Viterbi Algorithm or Lagrangian optimization,
in solving rate control problems [17][3]. We formulate an SDP minimization problem where the objective is to
minimize the expected distortion of a decoded sequence. As indicated above, this requires the introduction of
stochastic finite state machine models for the channel and the coder. Provided these models are available, SDP
algorithms compute optimal solutions in the form of control policies. A control policy is a mapping that assigns
the quantizer choice for each possible state of the system. These optimal policies can be computed a priori, so that
during codec operation all that is required is to estimate the state of the system. In our problem formulation the
state will be estimated by performing a single coding operation on the current frame, and monitoring the result of
the ARQ mechanism.
This type of approach is clearly desirable in that the run-time complexity is minimal. Obviously, the main
difficulty in designing such a control system is defining general enough models for both video coder and channel.
A significant amount of work has been done to model the behavior of various types of channels. Thus, in this paper
we will make use of existing channel models and focus our attention on much less developed finite state models for
video coders. In particular, following our earlier work [3], which developed one such model for intraframe coding,
here we tackle the more challenging problem of designing a model for interframe coding.
Recently, besides our previous work, the most closely related work is that of [7][13], where a policy-based systemstate approach is proposed. Nevertheless, the main differences with our approach are: i) their system characterization
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combines a deterministic source model with a probabilistic expression of the expected distortion, while in our
formulation we use a probabilistic model of both source and channel; ii) their control policies have to be computed
on-line with the corresponding computational burden, while our policies are precomputed.
The main contributions of this paper are i) the extension of our previous work [3] for the interframe case and
the validation of the methodology proposed there, and ii) the development of a novel rate-distortion model of the
video source that takes into account the influence of previously coded frames. It is well known that considering
interframe dependency requieres exponential increases in computational cost if, as is the case in the deterministic
optimization approaches, exact knowledge of R-D operating points is needed. Thus, a general approach to cope
with this computational requirement consists in limiting either the possible dependencies among video units and/or
the number of video units considered in the problem [15][14][8][7][13]. Using our proposed novel source model,
we formalize and solve a minimization problem for complete video sequences (300 frames) where the first frame is
intraframe coded and the rest are coded as P frames. Although this model has been developed for the SDP problem
formulation, it could also be used in other optimization approaches. Within the SDP approach, this model involves
an increase in the off-line computational cost (control policy computation) which is perfectly affordable, while
keeps the on-line computational cost similar to that of the intracoding case. Regarding the transmission channel, we
use standard models of channel behavior that are appropriate for lossy channels under correlated errors, but these
could be replaced by other models if a different channel behavior is observed.
In our experiments, we have considered an H.263 encoder [10] operating in interframe coding mode and using
a single quantizer for the whole frame. This configuration of the encoder has allowed us to provide a reasonable
framework for the comparison of the performance with other different rate control approaches. We have compared
our proposed approach with the frame layer strategy presented in [16], an empirical mechanism not optimized for a
variable channel, and with that presented in [1], which customizes the previous strategy for a variable channel similar
to the considered in this work. We have simulated in our experiments a wireless channel with a selective-repeat
ARQ [12] error control mechanism.
The experimental results show that SDP approach clearly outperforms the other two considered algorithms
maintaining a reasonable on-line computational cost. This result is of much interest if we consider the computational
cost required by algorithms based on deterministic optimization approaches [8][7]. Due to the interframe dependency,
the computational cost associated to these algorithms is a real handicap for their use in real-time [15]. However, by
means of SDP techniques the computational requirements of using interframe coding are absorbed in the computation
of the optimal policies, a process that is carried out off-line. As a consequence, the on-line computational cost for
systems using interframe coding is quite similar to that required by similar approaches for intraframe coding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II specifies the operation environment and formalizes
the control problem. Section III describes the model employed for the video source and Section IV depicts the
communication channel model. Section V shows how these models are employed to obtain the SDP formulation
for the control problem. Finally, Section VI presents the result of the control policies in the encoding of different
test sequences comparing them with other alternatives, and Section VII presents the main conclusions.
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II. P ROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section we define the concrete control problem we tackle. The formalization of this problem in the language
of SDP with a general theoretical treatment will be left for Section V.
We consider the real-time control of a video coder operating in a typical point-to-point transmission scenario
involving a video source, a video coder, a transmission channel, and a video decoder with their respective buffers
(see Fig. 1). A control system operates at the transmitter side. A key parameter of this transmission system is the
maximum end-to-end delay ∆T between the instant at which a frame enters the coder and the instant at which it
is presented at the output display. Frames that arrive too late at the decoder are discarded. In this case the decoder
must apply some error concealment mechanism, which we assume will consist in replacing the lost frame by the
last correctly received frame. Note that this assumption is a worst case bound to the general situation where only
parts of the frame are lost.

Transm ission channel
D ecoder

Encoder

V ideo
input

D ecoder
buffer

Encoder
buffer

V ideo
output

C ontrolm odule
Fig. 1.

Block diagram of a generic real-time video system.

We consider that the transmission channel sends FEC-protected packets of a nominal payload (C) at a constant
time interval (Tp ). As a consequence of transmission errors, the throughput of the channel varies, so that the effective
payload of the packets is either C (when the transmission errors are within the protection capabilities of the FEC)
or zero (otherwise). We assume that the probability of undetected errors is negligible. In order to recover from
channel errors, a selective-retransmission ARQ mechanism is available, such that each packet is acknowledged by
the receiver by sending either a positive or a negative acknowledgement (ACK or NAK respectively). In case of
receiving NAKs, the transmitter resends the data. A time-out mechanism is established so that if the ACK/NAK is
not received within a specified time, a packet loss is assumed.
We will compute optimal control policies for a simplified scenario in which there are no ACK/NAK losses and
these acknowledgements are received with a negligible delay. Note that if the actual ACK/NAK delay is small with
respect to the frame period, error propagation due to frame losses can be prevented if the encoder processes each
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frame only when the previous one has been acknowledged (positive or negatively).
We have also considered the existence of larger ACK/NAK delays by devising two different retransmission
mechanisms to avoid the error propagation due to frame losses, described in Section VI-B. Our results will show
that, in this way, policies computed using the approximation of a negligible delay operate in a scenario of a larger
delay with a limited impact on performance, provided that this delay is short relative to the memory of the channel
(average error burst length).
As will be seen, end-to-end delay and finite bandwidth channel limit the total number of bits that can be stored
in the encoder/decoder buffers. We assume the physical buffers to be sufficiently large so that the only constraints
are those imposed by the end-to-end delay, rather than by the size of the buffer. In our experiments we use an
H.263 encoder [10] using interframe coding in the following manner: (i) the first frame is intraframe coded, (ii) the
rest of the sequence is coded as P frames using as reference image the last correctly transmitted frame. We focus
on the selection of quantizer for a whole frame, although this frame level quantization choice can be also used as
a guide for further blockwise bit allocation.
Our purpose will be to define the algorithm for the real-time selection of these quantizers so that the quality of
the decoded video signal is optimized. This quality will be the result of two factors: the number of successfully
transmitted frames and their quality. We will use objective signal distortion metrics, namely mean square error
(MSE). For successfully transmitted frames this error corresponds exclusively to quantization error. In case the
frame is lost, the distortion error corresponds to the mean square value of the difference between the original frame
and the frame that takes its place at display time, i.e., the one provided by the error concealment algorithm. Note
that the assumption of receiving ACKs/NAKs with a negligible delay prevents error propagation, since when the
encoder starts the transmission of a new frame, it already knows whether the previous frame will be available at
the decoder (then this frame will be used as the reference image for the new frame) or not (in this case, the coder
will use the last correctly transmitted frame as reference image). Thus, the final distortion for the whole sequence
will be the sum of the distortion incurred by each frame:
Dsequence =


k∈T

dk +



dlf,m

m∈L

where dk indicates the distortion of frame k, T is the set of indices of the correctly received frames, d lf,m is the
distortion incurred by frame m in case it does not arrive to the decoder, and L is the set of indices corresponding
to lost frames.
Our goal is then to choose optimally between (i) employing a finer quantizer, which ensures lower coding
distortion but requires more bits (and thus makes it more difficult to retransmit lost data) and (ii) using a coarser
quantizer, which produces fewer packets per frame, thus increasing the probability that all these packets will reach
the decoder in time (because retransmission is easier). Three types of information about the system will be relevant
for our decision:
1) Channel behavior (e.g., likelihood that transmission errors will occur.) Therefore a channel model can be used
to estimate loss probabilities based on prior observed behavior.
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2) Characteristics of the current frame and, if possible, characteristics of some of the future frames. In this case
a probabilistic model can be used to predict future behavior.
3) Maximum number of time slots available for the transmission of the current frame (time left for the current
frame). This variable can be computed as a function of the behavior of source and channel.
In order not to increase the total delay, we will not consider any look-ahead to model the video behavior. Thus, we
will use a simple precoding of the current frame to estimate the state of the source. Consequently the decision on
the current quantizer will be made exclusively on the basis of the coding properties of the current and past frames,
past channel information, and the time left for the current frame.
SDP is the standard technique for the optimal control of a stochastic system considering the minimization of a
time-additive cost. The video transmission system described fits these two requirements: (i) due to the unpredictable
nature of the video source and the channel, the whole system shows a stochastic behavior, (ii) the distortion of
the decoded sequence is a time-additive cost. Thus, we propose the use of SDP to solve the rate control problem
of the video transmission system described. The formulation of the rate control problem in terms of SDP will be
presented in Section V.
Policies obtained by SDP algorithms are optimal for the given models. This means that if the characteristics of
either the source or the channel change considerably, a new policy should be computed taking into account these
new behaviors. In this work, we consider that the characteristics of the channel and the video source are stationary
in the sense that the models can be considered valid for the whole operation of the system. Nevertheless, in a
more general scenario where such changes occur, some adaptive mechanism should be provided such as computing
several policies for the different models of video sources and/or channels expected. Then, the rate control mechanism
should track the characteristics of the source and channel in order to determine the most appropriate policy in each
case.
III. V IDEO S OURCE M ODEL
The use of SDP techniques [2] requires the a priori modeling of the system under study as a controlled Markov
chain, i.e., as a stochastic system in which the state probabilities at time k + 1 only depend on the state at time k
and the control parameter q k . With this objective, we propose the following model for the video source.
In our prior work [3] we presented a general structure for the video source model based on the definition of a
parameter, the frame complexity, which characterizes the R-D functions of each frame. This parameter was estimated
for every frame by encoding it with a given quantizer (the more bits are produced, the more complex the frame
is). Then, we modeled the R-D functions of intraframe coded video using a deterministic model that would, given
the complexity of a frame, provide estimates of the rate and distortion for that frame at any quantizer. Moreover,
a Markov model was devised to capture the variations over time of frame complexity. In the context of that work,
frame complexity completely characterized the current and future behavior of the sequence.
In this work we extend our prior techniques to the case where interframe coding is used in a IP P P . . . fashion.
Thus, the challenge is to capture not only the spatial complexity of the intraframe case, but also the temporal
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complexity due to dependencies across frames. As before, our final goal is to define a measurement that can model
the intrinsic temporal variations of the video signal. We first describe at a high level the assumptions made in
our modeling. Then in the follow-up sections we will justify the validity of our assumptions and show how the
parameters for our model can be chosen.
In order to develop the source model, we have followed a similar approach to [3]: From the analysis of real R-D
measurements for different frames, we aim at deriving functions that characterize the relationships present among
these R-D values, and considering the use of interframe coding. In this case, the R-D characteristics for a given
frame depend on the quantizer choice for the current frame, and also on choices made for all the previous frames
since a coded frame k − 1 is used as reference image for frame k. Denote q k a quantization choice for frame k.
Then, rate and distortion for frame k will depend on choices made for all frames 0, . . . , k, thus, r k and dk can be
considered as functions of quantizers q 0 to qk :
rk (qk , qk−1 , . . . , q0 ), dk (qk , qk−1 , . . . , q0 )
Fig. 2 shows a tree diagram which represents an example of the different coding possibilities that arise as a consequence of the interframe dependency for a simplified encoder with only three different quantizers (q k ∈ {1, 2, 3}).
This example corresponds to a coding scheme where the first frame is coded intraframe and the rest of frames are
coded as P frames. For each frame, a circle represents a possible R-D value for a specific choice of quantizers
from frame 0 to the frame under consideration. As can be observed, as the frame index k increases the number of
possible R-D values increases exponentially, which results in a great difficulty for both, to compute all the possible
codings and to capture them in a model [15].
In this scenario, we propose a source model which captures the interframe dependency focusing only on the
quantizer choice for the current and previous frame. We assume that most of the R-D variations for frame k depend
only on qk and qk−1 . Provided that frames k − 1 and k are of similar characteristics, this assumption is reasonable
since the quality of the reference image for frame k, which depends on q k−1 , plays an important role in the R-D
values of frame k. Therefore, we consider that R-D values for any frame k are functions of only these two quantizers,
that is, rk (qk , qk−1 ) and dk (qk , qk−1 ). In Fig. 2, it can be observed that this assumption considers that all those
encoding combinations that have the same last two branches are considered equivalent. Note that this simplification
allows us to establish a tractable modeling problem since the source model has deal with only n 2 (Q) R-D values
for any frame k instead of n k (Q) (where n(Q) indicates the number of available quantizers in the encoder). This
approach will allow us:
•

To establish a reasonable accurate source model which provides estimates of r k (qk , qk−1 ) and dk (qk , qk−1 )
variables for any pair of quantizers q k and qk−1 in a similar way to the model developed in our previous
work [3].

•

To capture the R-D behavior of a sequence coded within the video transmission system we are considering.

In our previous work for the intraframe case, we developed a deterministic model which, for each frame of a
sequence, is able to estimate from just one single rate measurement any of the rest of R-D values. As was pointed
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r3(3,3,1,2)

Tree diagram which represents an example of the different coding possibilities for a simplified encoder with only three different

quantizers (qk ∈ {1, 2, 3}). This example corresponds to a coding scheme where the first frame is coded intraframe and the rest of frames are
coded as P frames.

out before, this rate measurement was adopted as the frame complexity measurement. This model was based on
exploiting the following R-D relationships:
1) Rate relationship. Let r k (i) and rk (j) be the rate values that result from the encoding all the frames of
the sequence with quantizer i and j. There exists a relationship between r k (i) and rk (j) variables for all
combinations of i and j, which can be captured by a linear model. Therefore, given a rate value for a reference
quantizer, Q r , we are able to predict the rate value at any other quantizer q k .
2) Distortion relationship. Similarly, let d k (i) and dk (j) be the distortion values that result from the encoding
all the frames of the sequence with quantizer i and j. There exists a relationship between d k (i) and dk (j)
variables for all combinations of i and j, which can be captured by a linear model. Therefore, given a distortion
value for a reference quantizer, Q d , we are able to predict the distortion value at any other quantizer q k .
3) Cross relationship between rate and distortion. This relationship allowed us to establish a connection between
the frame complexity (which is a rate measurement) and the distortion values. Provided an appropriate selection
of the reference quantizers Q r and Qd , there exists a relationship between r k (Qr ) and dk (Qd ) which is also
captured by a linear model. Thus, given a rate value for a reference quantizer Q r we are able to predict the
distortion value at Q d , and using dk (Qd ) we can estimate any other d k (qk ) using the model for the distortion
relationship.
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The source model was completed adopting a Markov model for the variations over time of the frame complexity,
which allows to estimate the evolution r k (Qr ) → rk+1 (Qr ).
For the interframe case, we propose an extension of the intraframe source model with: (i) a new definition of
the frame complexity, adapted to our approach to the modeling of the interframe dependency, (ii) new models for
the R-D relationships among frames when interframe dependency is present, which will provide for each frame
estimates of any R-D value from its complexity measurement.
The frame complexity will be defined as a single rate measurement over the current frame, but imposing also
a condition on the quantizer applied to the previous frame. Specifically, it corresponds to r k (Qr0 , Qr−1 ), where Qr0
and Qr−1 are fixed reference quantizers for the current and previous frames respectively. Thus, in order to compute
such reference measurement for every frame k two on-line codings are required, i.e, encoding frame k − 1 with
quantizer Qr−1 and then, encoding frame k with quantizer Q r0 using the previously coded frame as reference image.
Regarding the R-D functional relationships among frames, we have extended those of the intraframe case to the
R-D values obtained in the interframe case, and captured in models in a similar way (see section III-A). More
specifically:
1) Rate relationship. Given a frame k, it allows the model to estimate rate values for any pair of quantizers
rk (qk , qk−1 ) from a reference rate measurement at a fixed pair of quantizers, r k (Qr0 , Qr−1 ) on that frame.
rk (qk , qk−1 ) = fr (rk (Qr0 , Qr−1 ))
2) Distortion relationship. Similarly to the rate relationship, given a frame k it allows the model to estimate
distortion values at any pair of quantizers d k (qk , qk−1 ) from a reference distortion measurement at a fixed
pair of quantizers on that frame, d k (Qd0 , Qd−1 ). Qd0 and Qd−1 are the fixed reference quantizers for the current
and previous frames respectively.
dk (qk , qk−1 ) = fd (dk (Qd0 , Qd−1 ))
3) Cross relationship between rate and distortion. Given a frame k, it allows the model to estimate the reference
distortion measurement d k (Qd0 , Qd−1 ) from rk (Qr0 , Qr−1 ) , with an appropriate selection of the four reference
quantizers Qr0 , Qr−1 , Qd0 , Qd−1 .
dk (Qd0 , Qd−1 ) = frd (rk (Qr0 , Qr−1 ))
These functional relationships will be captured by the deterministic part of the proposed source model: the frame
model.
The modeling work will be completed with the definition of a Markov model to capture the variations over time
of the R-D characteristics based on the frame complexity parameter: the sequence model. More specifically, the
sequence model will capture the evolution r k (Qr0 , Qr−1 ) → rk+1 (Qr0 , Qr−1 ).
In the following sections we will describe how the various components of the model are chosen and will provide
experimental evidence that they provide sufficient modeling accuracy. We will present suitable approaches for the
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different relationships and will discuss how to choose the specific quantizer pairs (Q r0 , Qr−1 ) and (Qd0 , Qd−1 ) to be
used in the measurements.
We have developed particular instantiations of the model using R-D measurements of an H.263 encoder using
MSE as the distortion metric. Nevertheless, the model structure is not restricted to H.263 and could be applied to
other encoders with a similar coding scheme (H.261, MPEG1-2-4, H.264 operating in single frame frame mode,
etc.). In the particular case we are considering, each of the quantization parameters q k corresponds to one of the
admissible quantizers defined in the H.263 standard.
A. Frame model
As described before, the frame model comprises the deterministic components of the source model. Given a
frame k, its final goal is to estimate any R-D value of a given frame at any choice of quantizers from a single rate
measurement, i.e., from its complexity measurement. This goal will be accomplished by modeling the functional
relationships present among R-D values between different frames.
1) Rate model: Let (i,j) and (i  ,j  ) be two different sets of fixed quantizer choices for frames k and k − 1.
Let rk (i, j) and rk (i , j  ) be the rate variables resulting of encoding all the frames of a given sequence with these
quantizers. Then, for all the possible values of i, j, i  , and j  , we have found a relationship between pairs of rate
variables, (rk (i, j), rk (i , j  )). This relationship can be captured as a composition of two linear relationships (see
Fig. 3.a as an example of such linear relationships):
•

Let us consider pairs of variables with the same quantizer for the previous frame, i.e., pairs of the form r k (i, j)
and rk (i , j). Then for all values of i, j and i  , the relationship between (r k (i, j), rk (i , j)) can be captured
via a linear model. With such a model, given the rate value for a reference pair of quantizers (Q r0 , j) we will
be able to estimate the rate value at any other pair of quantizers of the form (q k , j). Thus, the linear equations
for this part of the model are:
rk (qk , j) = a(qk , Qr0 ) rk (Qr0 , j) + b(qk , Qr0 ).

(1)

Note that for any value of q k different to i there will be a linear equation with coefficients a(.) and b(.).
•

Let us now consider pairs of variables with the same quantizer for the current frame, i.e., variables of the
form rk (i, j) and rk (i, j  ). Similarly to the previous case, for all values of i,j and j  , the relationship between
(rk (i, j), rk (i, j  )) variables can be captured via a linear model. With such a model, given the rate value for a
reference pair of quantizers (i, Q r−1 ) we will be able to estimate the rate value at any other pair of quantizers
of the form (i, q k−1 ). The linear equations for this part of the model are:
rk (i, qk−1 ) = e(qk−1 , Qr−1 ) rk (i, Qr−1 ) + f (qk−1 , Qr−1 )

(2)

Note that for any value of q k−1 different to j there will be a linear equation with coefficients e(.) and f (.).
Therefore, given the rate value for a reference pair of quantizers (Q r0 , Qr−1 ) and using eqs. (1)(2) we are able to
estimate the rate value at any other pair of quantizers (q k , qk−1 ).
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Example of linear relationship between pairs of variables (rk (Qr0 , 2), rk (Qr0 , qk−1 )) and (dk (Qd0 , 2), dk (Qd0 , qk−1 )) for several

Fig. 3.

quantizers qk−1 . These values correspond to the sequence “silent” using Qr0 = 2 and Qd0 = 31.

In order to assess the accuracy of this approach, we have computed the squared coefficient of correlation
(determination coefficient) ρ 2 for several pairs of (r k (i, j), rk (i , j)) and (rk (i, j), rk (i, j  )) for different values
of i, j, i and j  . We have used several sequences obtaining similar results in all cases. As a sample, Fig. 4 shows
the results for sequence “silent”. As can be observed, the value of ρ 2 is significantly large in most of the cases,
thus the use of linear models is justified.
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Fig. 4. Determination coefficient ρ2 for pairs of variables (a) (rk (i, j = 2), rk (i , j = 2)) and (b) (rk (i = 2, j), rk (i = 2, j  )). Each graphic
corresponds to the coding of the “silent” sequence. Note that the higher correlation level is, the better fitting to the proposed model equations
is achieved.

2) Distortion model: In the case of distortion variables, d k (i, j) and dk (i , j  ), an analogous analysis can be
applied: for all the possible values of i, j, i  , and j  , we have found that there exists a relationship between pairs
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of rate variables, (d k (i, j), dk (i , j  )), which can be captured again as a composition of two linear relationships
(see Fig. 3.b as an example of such linear relationships). The equations for the distortion variables are analogous
to those of the rate analysis:
dk (qk , j) = c(qk , Qd0 ) dk (Qd0 , j) + d(qk , Qd0 ),

(3)

dk (i, qk−1 ) = g(qk−1 , Qd−1 ) dk (i, Qd−1 ) + h(qk−1 , Qd−1 ).

(4)

where Qd0 and Qd−1 play the same role as Q r0 and Qr−1 . Therefore, given the distortion value for a reference pair
of quantizers (Q d0 , Qd−1 ) and using eqs. (3)(4) we are able to estimate the distortion value at any other pair of
quantizers (qk , qk−1 ).
Regarding the accuracy of this approach, we have computed the determination coefficient ρ 2 for several pairs of
(dk (i, j), dk (i , j)) and (dk (i, j), dk (i, j  ) for different values of i, j, i  and j  , and we have obtained similar levels
of ρ2 to those of the rate variables.
3) Cross rate-distortion model: As pointed out before, in our previous work on intraframe coding [3], we noticed
that there exists a cross relationship between rate and distortion variables with an appropriate selection of the fixed
quantizers. This relationship allows us to establish a connection between the frame complexity (which is a rate
measurement) and the distortion values. In particular, pairs of variables (r k (Qr ), dk (Qd )) showed a high level
of correlation for low values of Q r (fine quantizers) and high values of Q d (coarse quantizers), suitable for the
application of a linear model. This indicates that, given two frames k and l, if encoding frame k using a fine
quantizer produces more bits than encoding frame l, the distortion due to using a coarse quantizer on frame k
will be higher than that due to using the same quantizer on frame l. This seems reasonable since using a coarse
quantizer for a frame with more information results in a larger loss, and therefore, in a higher distortion for the
coded frame.
In the development of the model for the interframe case, we have verified that there also exists a reasonable level
of correlation between a cross pair of R-D variables (r k (Qr0 , Qr−1 ), dk (Qd0 , Qd−1 )) with an appropriate selection of
quantizer choices Q r0 , Qr−1 , Qd0 , and Qd−1 . Thus, it can be also captured via a linear model:
dk (Qd0 , Qd−1 ) = m(Qr0 , Qr−1 , Qd0 , Qd−1 ) rk (Qr0 , Qr−1 ) + n(Qr0 , Qr−1 , Qd0 , Qd−1 ).

(5)

where coefficients m(.) and n(.) depend on the selection of Q r0 , Qr−1 , Qd0 , and Qd−1 .
The highest levels of correlation are present for the following selection of quantizers:
•

Low values for Q r0 and high values for Q d0 . This result is analogous to the one obtained in the intraframe
case. The use of a low Q r0 causes that the resulting number of bits depends on the information contained in
the error image: the more information is in the error image, the more bits its encoding produces. In the same
way, the use of a coarse quantizer Q d0 results in a distortion value which depends on the information of the
error image: the more information it contains, the more distortion the final coded frame suffers. Fig. 5 shows
in (a) a case where this correlation is present, and in (b) how an improper selection of these quantizers may
lead to the non existence of correlation between the variables.
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Similar values for Q r−1 and Qd−1 . Provided that Q r0 and Qd0 have been selected according to the previous

•

discussion, we can observe that higher values of ρ 2 occur when Q r−1 and Qd−1 are similar (see Fig. 5(a)). Note
that when Qr−1 and Qd−1 are similar, the reference images for frame k used when computing r k (Qr0 , Qr−1 )
and dk (Qd0 , Qd−1 ) will be also similar, increasing the correlation between those variables. This effect is higher
for low values of Q r−1 and Qd−1 .
Therefore, taking into account the above discussion, we have selected as reference quantizers for the computation
of source model instantiations Q r0 = 2, Qd0 = 31, Qr−1 = 2 and Qd−1 = 2.
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Determination coefficient between rk (Qr0 , Qr−1 ) and dk (Qd0 , Qd−1 ) variables for the sequence “silent”. Each graphic represents a

selection for the quantizers Qr0 and Qd0 , and for all the possible values of Qr−1 and Qd−1 .

In order to assess the accuracy of the model, we have computed the relative error (R err ) of the estimates of rate
and distortion, defined in both cases as
Rerr =

N
1  |estimated valuei − actual valuei |
.
N i=1
actual valuei

The coefficients of the model equations have been computed by least squares from the observed R-D values of
all the frames of the sequence. To obtain the R-D values (r k (qk , qk−1 ) and dk (qk , qk−1 ) for all possible pairs of
(qk , qk−1 )), the sequences have been encoded at 15 frames per second (150 frames in each sequence). For each
sequence we have computed several model instantiations using different selections of the reference quantizers. We
have obtained similar error results in all sequences. As a sample, Table I shows for the sequence “silent” the
minimum and maximum average relative error obtained in the different model instantiatons. We have included the
same error measurements provided by the frame model of the intraframe coding case (see [3]) for comparison.
These results show that, although the frame model for the interframe case performs worse than its counterpart for
the intraframe case, it still provides a reasonable level of accuracy.
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Inter: Avg. Error

Intra: Avg. Error

Min

Max

Min

Max

Rate

3.9 %

39.0 %

0.49%

0.68%

Distortion

1.0 %

19.0%

0.74%

1.28%

TABLE I
M INIMUM AND MAXIMUM AVERAGE RELATIVE ERROR OF THE FRAME MODEL FOR THE INTERFRAME AND INTRAFRAME CASE .

B. Sequence Model
Once we have defined models for estimating R-D values within a frame at any possible quantizer, the complete
source model still requires the characterization of the variations over time of these values. To cope with this
requirement, we have developed the sequence model. Since the frame model is able to estimate R-D values for a given
frame from a single rate measurement (its frame complexity), we will focus on the modeling of its evolution along the
frames of a sequence. For the sequence model, we will denote the frame complexity as s k , thus, sk = rk (Qr0 , Qr−1 ).
Assuming that sequences we are considering contains frames of similar characteristics, we propose an analogous
model to that of the intraframe coding case (see [3]), that is, the evolution of {s k } in k is characterized as a process
with independent uniformly distributed samples defined in a certain interval [s min , smax ]. The limits of that interval
have to be estimated a priori based on the characteristics of the sequence being transmitted.
C. Model summary and discussion
The full source model is described by the equations (1)-(5), which have been reordered as they are used to
compute estimates from the frame complexity measurement:
sk = rk (Qr0 , Qr−1 ) ⇒ {sk } ∈ [smin , smax ],
dk (Qd0 , Qd−1 ) = m(Qr0 , Qr−1 , Qd0 , Qd−1 ) rk (Qr0 , Qr−1 ) + n(Qr0 , Qr−1 , Qd0 , Qd−1 ),
rk (Qr0 , qk−1 ) = e(qk−1 , Qr−1 ) rk (Qr0 , Qr−1 ) + f (qk−1 , Qr−1 ),
dk (Qd0 , qk−1 ) = g(qk−1 , Qd−1 ) dk (Qd0 , Qd−1 ) + h(qk−1 , Qd−1 ),
rk (qk , qk−1 ) = a(qk , Qr0 ) rk (Qr0 , qk−1 ) + b(qk , Qr0 ),
dk (qk , qk−1 ) = c(qk , Qd0 ) dk (Qd0 , qk−1 ) + d(qk , Qd0 ).
Note that the model parameters will depend on the particular encoder used, but its structure (its functional
dependencies) are valid for any encoder as long as there is a single parameter for each frame, and the R-D values
for a frame essentially depend on its control parameter and the one of the previous frame. In the particular case
of R-D optimized encoders, in which different quantizers can be applied to the MBs in a frame, the frame control
parameter could be defined, for instance, as the Lagrange coefficient, λ.
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D. Source model instantiation
As discussed earlier, in general all quantization choices made in frames up to the current one (from the latest
intra frame) affect the R-D characteristics of the current frame. However, for simplicity, we only consider all
possible combinations of quantization choices for the current and past frame in order to construct our model. This
is obviously an approximation and different quantization choices made for the previous frames would result in
R-D different values. For example, in Fig. 2, r 3 (1, 3, 1, 2) will in general be different from r 3 (1, 3, 1, 1). We have
verified experimentally that the penalty due to this approximation tends to be modest (see [5]) as long the system
operates at rates that are similar to those used in generating the models.
The obtainment of empirical R-D measurements to compute the model parameters, can be done following different
procedures. Several of them have been studied and analyzed in [5] under the name of preprocessing schemes. In
this work, we only present the scheme we have selected because of its good performance. The idea is to simulate
the transmission of the sequence following a pre-determined basic rate-control strategy based on buffer occupancy.
This simulation uses a model of a transmission system similar to the one considered in this work, except for the
channel which is considered reliable. Then, for each frame k we measure r k (qk , qk−1 ) and dk (qk , qk−1 ) for all
possible combinations of q k , qk−1 in the following way: (i) we first encode frame k − 1 using as reference image
the coded frame k − 2 obtained from the basic rate control employed, and applying every possible quantizer q k−1 .
Each resulting coded frame is stored for the next step; (ii) we encode frame k using as reference each of the codings
of the previous frame, and applying again every possible quantizer q k . From the obtained R-D values, we have
computed the model coefficients using the least squares method. As long as the bitrate of the simulation is close
to the effective rate of the channel in the real system, it has been found that the estimates provided by the model
are reasonably accurate with respect to the actual operation of the system [5].
The accuracy of the model may depend on the number of frames used to estimate those coefficients. In order
to study this effect, we have computed models using several sets of frames of a given sequence. These tests were
conducted over several sequences coded at 15 frames per second. The reference quantizers selected, as described
before, were Q r0 = 2, Qd0 = 31, Qr−1 = 2 and Qd−1 = 2. As an example of the results obtained, the R err for
sequence “silent” is shown in Fig. 6. Similar results have been obtained for other sequences. As can be observed, the
error decreases as the number of frames involved in the computation of the model parameters grows. Nevertheless,
it is interesting to note that the model presents low error even when using as few as 20 frames to compute the model
parameters for a 150 frames long sequence. Although this number is bigger than that of the intraframe case, it is
still possible to develop accurate models for those scenarios where only a small number of representative frames
are available.
E. Model of distortion of lost frames
For the definition of our stochastic control problem, we also require a model for the distortion incurred when a
lost frame (or skipped frame) is substituted in the decoder by the last received frame. Following the same approach
of our previous work for the intraframe case, we propose to characterize the distortion of lost frames through MSE
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between the displayed frame and the original one. We model these distortion values, d lf,m , as independent identically
distributed variables. For the SDP formulation of the problem the only relevant parameter of their distribution is
their mean, which we will note as K. For a discussion of the implications of this choice see [3].
IV. C HANNEL M ODEL
We assume a first order Markov model [18] in which the channel switches between states 0 and 1. In state
1 the packet is transmitted correctly while in state 0 the packet is received with errors. The channel behavior is
then characterized by the transition probability matrix of this 2-state Markov model. This channel model captures
the behavior after FEC. Employing parenthesized subindices to represent packet numbers (to avoid confusion with
frame numbers), the characterization of the channel is provided by the values of the state transition probabilities
pji = P [c(k+1) = j|c(k) = i]
which are usually grouped in the matrix P = (p ji )i=0,1;j=0,1 .
V. S YSTEM DYNAMICS AND O PTIMAL P OLICY
A. System dynamics
Once models have been selected for the video coder and the channel, an analysis of the system dynamics of the
whole system (video coder, the channel, and the buffer) will provide us with an adequate definition of the global
system state and a procedure to calculate the state transition probabilities. We adopt as the working time unit the
duration of a packet time slot T p (packet slot). Thus, the end-to-end delay measured in packet slots, denoted by
∆N , is:
∆N =
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and the frame period, ∆M , also expressed in packet slots can be found as:
∆M =

Tf
.
Tp

To simplify the development we will assume that ∆N and ∆M are integers.
Every ∆M packet slots a new frame is available at the encoder. Once the rate control module has chosen the
appropriate quantizer for the current frame (frame k), it is encoded using as reference image the previous (or the
last correctly received at the decoder) coded frame, producing r k bits. Note that due to our modeling approach
 
of the interframe dependency, r k will depend on the quantizers q k and qk−1 . The rk bits will require nk = rCk
packets to store them. The number of packet slots available to transmit frame k will be termed t k , and wk will
denote the number of packets actually devoted to the transmission of the frame, either successfully or not. The
actual value of wk for a given frame will be the minimum number of packets employed for which one of these
two events occurs:
1) The transmission of the frame is completed, i.e., n k packets have been successful out of the w k packets
employed.
2) The system realizes the impossibility to transmit the frame, i.e., the number of remaining packet slots has
become smaller than the number of packets pending transmission. At this time, the system removes the
pending packets from the encoder buffer and starts processing the next frame, if available.
Variables tk and wk determine the value of t k+1 according to the relationship
tk+1 = min{∆N, tk − wk + ∆M },

(6)

which includes the two following possibilities:
1) Frame k + 1 is not yet available at the encoder at the time the system is ready for its transmission. Then its
transmission will start as soon as the frame is ready, and the available period for its transmission will be the
end-to-end delay: t k+1 = ∆N .
2) When the processing of frame k ends, frame k + 1 is already available. The transmission of this frame can
thus start as soon as the processing of frame k has been completed. As the available number of packet slots
for frame k was t k , the number of slots available for transmitting frame k + 1 can be computed taking into
account that this set of consecutive slots starts w k slots after the beginning of the corresponding period for
frame k, and its due time is delayed ∆M slots with respect to the end of the corresponding period for frame
k. So we have tk+1 = tk − wk + ∆M .
Consequently tk ranges from ∆M (corresponding to the case in which the previous frame employed all the permitted
packet slots, i.e., wk = tk ) to ∆N (when at the time the new frame is available no packets of previous frames are
pending of transmission).
We will term lk the number of the first packet slot devoted to the transmission of frame k. At the time of
starting the transmission of this frame, the Markovian property of the channel model implies that the only relevant
information on the channel is its last known state value c (lk −1) . It will be represented for short as c k .
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In order to formalize our control problem in SDP terms [2] we now have to identify the state space, calculate
the state transition probabilities, and define the cost function whose long-term average will be minimized.
The system state must be defined as a vector x k including all the relevant information available from the history
of the system, i.e., a set of values known at the moment of making the decision, and which are sufficient to
determine probabilistically, together with quantizer q k , both the system evolution and future cost values. In our case
the minimum set of data with these properties can be identified as consisting of
•

complexity of the current frame, s k ,

•

quantizer used for the previous frame, a k = qk−1 , since this variable affects the R-D values of frame k,

•

last observed channel state, c k ,

•

number of available packet slots before the due time of the current frame, t k ,

so that we have xk = (sk , ck , tk , ak ). As will be shown next this state vector corresponds to a controlled Markov
chain with control parameter q k which is suitable for the formulation of a SDP problem, because (a) given
(sk , ck , tk , ak ) and a choice of q k , we can find the transition probabilities to all possible (s k+1 , ck+1 , tk+1 , ak+1 )
(see next subsection), and (b) the expected cost per stage is a function of the state (s k , ck , tk , ak ) and the control
qk (see subsection V-C.)
B. State transition probabilities
Since our system comprises two stochastic elements, the source and the channel, its dynamics are captured as
their joint transition probabilities for every action. Our goal is thus to obtain the probabilities:
P [sk+1 , ck+1 , tk+1 , ak+1 |sk , ck , tk , ak , qk ] .

(7)

where the subindex k indicates the stage or frame index and, at that stage, s k is the complexity of the frame, c k is
the state of the channel, t k is the time left for the current frame, a k indicates the previous quantizer (q k−1 ), and qk
is the selected quantizer. In the remainder of this section, we show the exact computation of the above probabilities.
Assuming a Markovian model for s k and since it is independent of the others variables, we can factor (7) as:
P [sk+1 , ck+1 , tk+1 , ak+1 |sk , ck , tk , ak , qk ]
= P [sk+1 |sk ] P [ck+1 , tk+1 , ak+1 |sk , ck , tk , ak , qk ] .

(8)

The source model provides the first term of (8), while the second one requires a further elaboration.
As ak+1 only depends on q k we can rewrite it as:
P [ck+1 , tk+1 , ak+1 |sk , ck , tk , ak , qk ]
= P [ak+1 |qk ] P [ck+1 , tk+1 |sk , ck , tk , ak , qk ] ,

(9)

where P [ak+1 |qk ] is 1 if ak+1 = qk or 0 if ak+1 = qk .
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For the second part of (8) we use again the source model to compute the number of packets n k of the encoded
frame. Using nk we can rewrite it as follows:
P [ck+1 , tk+1 |sk , ck , tk , ak , qk ] = P [ck+1 , tk+1 |nk , ck , tk ] .

(10)

Thus, we only need to compute the joint probability P [c k+1 , tk+1 |nk , ck , tk ]. The exact computation of such
probability can be found in detail in [3]. Table II shows a summary of the notation and equations.
Notation
sk

frame k complexity

ck

channel state

tk

time left for frame k

ak

quantizer for frame k − 1

qk

quantizer for frame k

nk

size of coded frame k in packets

wk

packets devoted to frame k transmission

lk

first packet slot for frame k

npp

no. of padding packets

c(l)

channel state at packet slotl

v(a,b)

no. packets correctly transmitted in [a, b]

Transition Probabilities

P [ck+1 , tk+1 |nk , ck , tk ] = wk P [ck+1 , wk |nk , ck , tk ]
P [ck+1 , wk |nk , ck , tk ]

= i=0,1 P [c(lk +wk +npp ) = ck+1 |c(lk +wk ) = i]
P [c(lk +wk ) = i, wk |nk , c(lk −1) = ck , tk ]
P [c(lk +wk ) = 1, wk |nk , ck , tk ]
= P [v(lk ,lk +wk ) = nk , c(lk +wk ) = 1|c(lk −1) = ck ]
P [c(lk +wk ) = 0, wk |nk , ck , tk ]
= P [v(lk ,lk +wk ) = wk − (tk − nk + 1), c(lk +wk ) = 0|
c(lk −1) = ck ]
P [v(lk ,lk +wk ) = h, c(lk +wk ) |c(lk −1) ]
= P [v(lk ,lk +wk −1) = h, c(lk +wk −1) = 0|c(lk −1) ]
P [c(lk +wk ) |c(lk +wk −1) = 0]
+P [v(lk ,lk +wk −1) = h − 1, c(lk +wk −1) = 1|c(lk −1) ]
P [c(lk +wk ) |c(lk +wk −1) = 1]
TABLE II
S UMMARY OF NOTATION AND TRANSITION PROBABILITY EQS .
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C. Cost function
According to our objectives and modeling assumptions, the cost g k associated to the decision made for frame
k can be defined as the expected resulting distortion, taking into consideration the possibility of not receiving the
encoded frame, i.e., as
gk (sk , tk , ck , ak , qk ) = fd (sk , qk , ak ) · Ptx (sk , tk , ck , ak , qk ) + E[dlf,k ] · (1 − Ptx (sk , tk , ck , ak , qk ))

(11)

where according to our model f d (sk , qk , ak ) is the distortion due to the quantization process, E[d lf,k ] = K, and
Ptx is the probability of receiving the frame in time at the decoder, that can be computed from the results of the
last subsection as
Ptx (sk , tk , ck , ak , qk ) =



P [xk+1 |xk , qk ]

xk+1 ∈S

where S is the set of states to which the system can move if the frame is correctly transmitted.
Using the equations of the dynamics of the system together with the cost function, standard SDP algorithms
[2] find optimal stationary policies (i.e., policies that do not depend on the stage), which indicate the appropriate
quantizer for every system state: q k = µ(sk , ck , tk , ak ). The computation of the policies is carried out off-line, so
that during on-line operation only state identification is necessary.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
To assess the performance of the proposed rate control scheme, optimal policies based on our model have been
obtained and used in a simulated burst-error transmission environment. For our tests we have used the QCIF
sequences “mother-daughter”, “akiyo” and “silent” (300 frames at 30 frames per second) transmitted at 15 frames
per second (T f =1/15 s). The first frame is intraframe coded and the remaining frames are coded as P frames. The
channel simulator transmits 328 bit packets every 5 ms (C = 328, T p = 5). We have used a model for the channel
with an average burst length of 19 packets whose transition probabilities are shown in Table III.
Parameters

H-ERROR

p10

0,0091

p01

0,0526



0,1475

Lerr

19
TABLE III

PARAMETERS OF THE CHANNEL MODEL .

In order to get a meaningful representation of the channel behavior in every simulation we transmit a sequence
100 times at different starting points in the channel simulator and average the results. The number of frames
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transmitted in each test adds up to 15,000 frames, and the number of packets used is about 192,000. We have run
the simulations with different values of ∆T : 133, 200 and 267 ms (2T f , 3Tf , and 4Tf ).
With respect to the source model parameters, we have selected as reference quantizers Q r0 = 2, Qd0 = 31,
Qr−1 = 2, and Qd−1 = 2. The range of definition of the frame complexity of each sequence has been estimated
from the rk (2, 2) values of all its frames.
During the sequence transmission, the control module has to calculate the value of the state variables for each
frame k. The computation of the frame complexity involves the current frame k and the previous frame k − 1 coded
with Qr0 and Qr−1 in the following way:
•

Frame k − 1, which is stored in memory, is coded with Q r−1 using as reference image frame k − 2 coded with
the quantizer q k−2 selected by the control module.

•

Frame k is coded with Q r0 using as reference image the result of the previous step. The resulting number of
bits is its frame complexity.

•

The control module determines the quantizer for frame k, q k , according to the state of the system (frame
complexity, channel state, time left, and previous quantizer) through the control policy.

•

Frame k is coded with q k using as reference image frame k − 1 coded with q k−1 . This coded image is
transmitted.

Hence, for each frame k the coder has to perform three coding operations, one over the previous frame with
Qr−1 , and two over frame k with Q r0 and qk . In our experiments, since Q r−1 = Qr0 = 2 the number of operations
can be reduced to two, and using in both encodings of frame k the same motion vectors.
To compare the quality of the results, we have computed:
•

PSNR of the decoded sequence, defined as

⎛

⎞

⎜ 2552 N ⎟
⎟
P SN R = 10 log10 ⎜
⎝
⎠
N
M SEi
i=0

where N is the number of frames of the sequence. The distortion in case of a lost frame corresponds to the
difference between the original and the actually displayed (last frame correctly transmitted).
•

PSNR of the correctly transmitted frames (PSNR tx ).

•

Proportion of lost frames (n lf ).

The following sections describe the tests conducted and their results.
A. Algorithm Performance
In addition to our proposed algorithm (SDP), the tests have been performed with two other algorithms:
•

Algorithm based on the TMN8 [16] rate control (TMN). In this case, we have used the strategy proposed for
the frame-layer rate control (prediction of the target rate for the current frame). Then, we use the quantizer
that produces the closest encoding rate to the predicted value.
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•

Algorithm based on the strategy proposed in [1] (TMN-MOD). The authors propose a customization of the
TMN frame-layer rate control mechanism for variable bit-rate channels similar to those considered in this work.
They include in their algorithm an estimation of the average retransmitted bits which is discounted from the
target rate. In our implementation we use the quantizer that produces the closest encoding rate to the predicted
value.

Results are shown in Table IV. We can note that the SDP algorithm provides remarkably better results than
the other two approaches. In terms of PSNR, the SDP algorithm provides an increase in PSNR with respect to
TMN-MOD from 1.18 dB to 2.31 dB, and with respect to TMN from 1.37 to 2.57 dB. Regarding the number
of lost frames, the SDP algorithm achieves a significantly lower number of lost frames than TMN-MOD (from
2.4 to 8.3) and TMN (from 3.9 to 12.5). In addition to reducing the number of lost frames SDP provides higher
PSNRtx values than the other approaches in most of the cases. These better results are explained by the fact that
SDP takes into account for each decision the number of available channel slots for transmiting the frame (which
can be considered as a buffer occupancy), the channel state, and the R-D characteristics of the sequence. SDP also
estimates the long-term influence of the current coding decisions, leading to long-term optimal solutions. On the
other hand, TMN is only based on the buffer occupancy, and TMN-MOD extends TMN considering the expected
number of retransmitted bits conditioned to the channel state.
Regarding the on-line computational cost, the three algorithms requires similar resources. In our implementation of
TMN and TMN-MOD a variable number of frame coding operations is needed in order to determine the appropriate
quantizer. For the SDP algorithm, a maximum of three coding operations for each frame is required: Two operations
(or one depending on the selection of the reference quantizers) are required to determine the frame complexity, and
the other one corresponds to the selected quantizer.
Therefore, we can conclude that the SDP algorithm provides an increase in quality of the decoded sequence with
respect to the other two considered algorithms, maintaining a low on-line computational cost. By means of SDP
techniques the complexity requirements of using interframe coding are absorbed in the computation of the optimal
policies, process that is carried out off-line. As a consequence, the on-line computational cost required is quite
similar to that of the intraframe coding. This result is of particular interest if we consider the computational cost
required by algorithms based on Deterministic Dynamic Programming [8].
B. ACK Delay
So far we have considered that there is no delay in receiving the acknowledgements of the transmitted packets
(ACK delay), that is, the encoder knows immediately whether a transmission has been successful or not. However,
in a real scenario the decoder has to send the ACK back to the decoder, which takes a certain time. Due to this
delay, the value of the state variables obtained by the rate control system at a certain time really reflects a situation
at a previous instant. Indeed, the following state variables are affected:
•

The channel state.

•

The value of the time left variable for the current frame.
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“mother-daughter”
∆T = 2Tf

∆T = 3Tf

∆T = 4Tf

Algorithm

PSNR

PSNRtx

nlf

PSNR

PSNRtx

nlf

PSNR

PSNR tx

nlf

SDP

34.87

36.49

12.9

35.75

36.98

9.7

36.07

36.97

6.3

TMN-MOD

33.43

36.38

22.5

33.99

35.89

13.5

34.36

35.86

9.8

TMN

33.42

36.46

23.2

33.32

36.46

20.0

33.50

36.40

14.8

“akiyo”
Algorithm

PSNR

PSNRtx

nlf

PSNR

PSNRtx

nlf

PSNR

PSNR tx

nlf

SDP

37.56

38.74

11.9

37.89

38.94

8.6

38.30

39.05

5.3

TMN-MOD

35.49

36.78

15.8

35.73

36.79

11.0

35.99

36.78

7.9

TMN

35.53

37.24

18.0

35.84

37.25

12.5

36.03

37.19

10.2

“silent”
Algorithm

PSNR

PSNRtx

nlf

PSNR

PSNRtx

nlf

PSNR

PSNR tx

nlf

SDP

31.26

32.86

13.9

31.87

33.09

9.3

32.46

33.37

6.6

TMN-MOD

30.08

32.38

14.4

30.51

32.36

15.4

30.94

33.34

10.6

TMN

29.89

32.95

26.4

30.05

32.99

21.8

30.13

32.95

19.0

TABLE IV
R ESULTS OF THE TEST SEQUENCES .

Moreover, since ACKs/NAKs are delayed, packets have to be stored until their ACK/NAK is received or their due
time arrives. Then, when the transmission of a new frame starts there might be some packets whose acknowledgement
is still pending. In case of receiving a NAK for a packet before its due time, the packet is retransmitted. In our
simulations pending packets are not considered in the computation of the time left for the current frame. Therefore,
the actual number of packet slots left for its transmission might be smaller than the one estimated by the rate-control
module.
In addition, the existence of ACK delay may cause the “drift” problem between the coder and the decoder in
the described system. Note that the coder starts the transmission of a new frame k + 1 (if it is already available)
when one of these events takes place:
1) the coder detects that frame k will not arrive in time at the decoder, thus its pending packets are discarded,
2) the coder has sent all the packets of frame k.
In the first case, the coder knows that frame k will not be at the decoder, hence it will not be used as reference
image for frame k + 1. However, for the second case when the coder starts processing frame k + 1 it still does
not know the final result of the transmission of frame k due to the ACK delay. Therefore, if frame k finally does
not arrive at the decoder, error propagation will occur since the decoding of next frames will be erroneous due to
frame interdependecy. Note that this possibility cannot occur under the assumption of negligible ACK delay since
the transmission result of each packet is known immediately.
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Under this new consideration the coder needs to establish a mechanism in order to prevent the drift. In our
experiments we have considered two different drift-free procedures:
•

Current frame recoding (CFR). If during the transmission of frame k the coder detects that any previous frame
is lost at the decoder, it empties the buffer and encodes again frame k using as reference image the last frame
received at the decoder. This mechanism avoids sending information of lost frames at the expense of wasting
channel resources if a recoding occurs. In this case, the packets that have been sent previously are useless. On
the other hand it is also required to send information about the reference frame used.

•

Lost frame sending (LFS). Despite detecting that a frame will not arrive in time at the decoder, its pending
packets are resent in order to be available at the decoder for correct decoding of future frames. With this
strategy channel resources are wasted sending packets of lost frames, but it avoids both the recoding of frames
and the specification of the reference frame.

We show in Fig. 7 the results of the transmission of sequence “mother-daughter” in the conditions specified
at the beginning of this section, but considering the existence of a constant ACK delay and using the drift-free
mechanisms described above. Different ACK delay values have been employed.
PSNR

Lost frames
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CFR
LFS
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(a)
Fig. 7.
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ACK/NAK delay (# packet intervals)

(b)

(a) PSNR and (b) number of lost frames (LF) under different ACK delays and applying CFR and LFS to guarantee the coder-decoder

synchronization.

We can observe that for low delay values (ACK delay ≤ 5 packet intervals) the transmission quality is essentially
the same as that obtained in a scenario with no ACK delay. This result is reasonable considering that the average
burst length is of 19 packets. Thus, a small delay (compared to this value) still allows the rate control module
to obtain representative data about the system states. From this point, as the ACK delay increases, the system
state identification loses accuracy resulting in a lower transmission quality. Regarding the behavior of the drift-free
mechanisms used, it can be observed that when the delay is small (≤ 5 packet intervals) both strategies provide
similar results. However, for greater delays LFS outperforms CFR. We can therefore conclude that the proposed
problem formulation (which considers a negligible ACK delay) is a valid approach for those scenarios with a small
ACK delay with respect to the average burst length.
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have considered the problem of controlling in real-time a video coder over a lossy channel, operating in
interframe mode. Our approach is based on R-D optimization premises although we propose an alternative solution
to the associated optimization problem by using stochastic dynamic programming. Extending our previous work [3]
to the case of interframe coding, we have formulated and solved a minimization problem which involves complete
video sequences (300 frames) where the first frame is intraframe coded and the rest are coded as P frames. Using
SDP-techniques, we have computed optimal control policies, i.e., the optimal mapping that assigns the quantizer
choice for the current frame to each possible observed state of the system. These optimal policies have been
computed off-line based on probabilistic models of the source and channel. Therefore, the on-line operation of the
system has only required to estimate the state of the system, and to read the optimal quantization choice from a
look-up table. According to our problem formulation, estimating the state of the system only involves encoding the
current frame using a given quantization choice, and monitoring the result of the ARQ mechanism.
In order to apply the SDP approach, we have modeled the complete system as a discrete-time stochastic dynamical
system. We have developed a novel video source model which captures the R-D characteristics of a complete
sequence coded in interframe mode. One of the principal features of the model is the characterization of the
interframe dependencies, which restricts the combinatorial explosion of frame dependencies, but provides reasonably
accurate estimates. Although this model has been developed for the SDP problem formulation, it could also be
used in other optimization approaches. Within the SDP approach, this model has allowed to introduce in a simple
but effective way the complex R-D characteristics of a video source coded in interframe mode. As a result, the
computational requirements of using interframe coding has been derived to the off-line computational cost (control
policy computation) which is perfectly affordable, while has kept the on-line computational cost similar to that of
the intracoding case.
Experimental results have shown that the SDP approach (i) clearly outperforms the other two considered algorithms and (ii) maintains a reasonable on-line computational cost. This result is of much interest if we consider
the computational cost required by algorithms based on deterministic optimization approaches [8][7]. Due to the
interframe dependency, the computational cost associated to these algorithms is a real handicap for their use in realtime [15]. However, by means of SDP techniques and the source model proposed, the computational requirements
of using interframe coding has been absorbed in the computation of the optimal policies, process that is carried out
off-line.
Finally, we have also analyzed the performance of our approach, which considers a negligible ACK delay, in a
more realistic scenario where ACK delay is not negligible. We have considered two drift-free mechanisms in the
experiments. Results for both approaches have shown that the proposed problem formulation is a valid approach
for those scenarios with a small ACK delay with respect to the average burst length.
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